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Abstract
This paper presents an interactive environment

available on the WorldWide Web intended to allow
fair and thourough comparison of di�erent techniques
to solve a basic problem in nonholonomicmotion plan-
ning. By connecting to the server, the user, potentially
unaware of the technical subtleties of the planning pro-
blem, but well conscious of his application needs, can
design the benchmark problem that is most signi�cant
to his purposes. The user can then obtain di�erent
solutions from several algorithm providers, and com-
pare them both qualitatively (by graphic display), and
quantitatively. Providers implement their own algori-
thms at their sites, with wide freedom of choice in pro-
gramming language, computational architecture, etc.,
while complying with few simple protocol conventions.
It is believed that similar usage of the Web, easily ex-
tendable to domains other than NHMP, can usefully
contribute to the fair comparison of results among re-
searchers, as well as to the di�usion of advanced re-
search results towards application{oriented users.

1 Introduction
Work reported in this paper was motivated by the

observation that in many domains of advanced re-
search, traditional means of communicating and eva-
luating results are not as e�ective as they should be to
allow an e�cient dissemination of knowledge beyond
the boundaries of rather strict, sometimes esoteric
communities. This problem is naturally connected
with the very nature of scienti�c thought, and with
the fact that any scienti�cally mature discipline tends
to create its own technical jargon to increase the ef-
�ciency of communication within its community. Ho-
wever, particularly for engineering disciplines, the lack
of understanding of advanced research results causes
many frustrations to both parties. The proliferation of
the scienti�c literature in terms of number of books,
journals and conferences recently occurred in many
�elds, is also a factor in distracting the attention of
industry towards academic research.

Furthermore, even within the specialist clubs, it is
sometimes very hard for a researcher to decide which
algorithm solves a given problem best. Take for in-
stance the problem of �nding paths in a cluttered en-
vironment for a car{like vehicle (this example is going
to be used as a paradigma throughout the paper). A
\good" solution may be considered such based on the
fact that it may achieve the shortest possible path, or
the most regular one, or that it can compute it fastest.
Also, an algorithmperforming well in a much cluttered
environment can be very awkward in a simpler situa-
tion; and it may so happen that, for all problems in
a class of \reasonable" applications, an exponential{
time algorithm performs better than one which is pro-
vably polynomial.

It is clear how having the possibility of seeing se-
veral di�erent algorithms \at work" on speci�c pro-
blems would largely help in solving these problems.
However, no �xed benchmark problem can exhaust
the possibilities of variations in application problems.
It would be important that the user could test algo-
rithms based on a close replica of his application spe-
ci�cations, if he is from industry, or to build his own
counterexample, if he is to explore weaknesses of exi-
sting solutions. Also, it seems highly desirable that
algorithms to be compared are not implemented by
a single, albeit impartial, programmer. Rather, each
author or group should provide their own implemen-
tation, which often has been optimized through years
and for which they can take the responsibility. Open-
nes to new algorithm providers is a key consideration
in easing free competition and ow of ideas in the com-
munity.

A solution to the above requirements for an inte-
ractive benchmarking tool appears to be feasible to-
day thanks to the development of net communications
and programming technologies. Members of the scien-
ti�c comunity have always regarded the Internet as a
powerful means to exchange informations and resour-
ces, originally using it mostly for electronic mail and



for �le transfers. More recently, we assisted to a quick
growth of the net and, thanks to the introduction of
graphic browsers, an even larger number of scientists
currently use the web to present and retrieve infor-
mation on ongoing research, consult libraries, watch
real{time events.

Among the most innovative applications of the
WWW facilities to robotics and related disciplines,
we mention few who share some features with the one
presented in this paper. FixtureNET by Goldberg et

al. ([1]) and CMU online �xturing system by Mat-
tikalli and Khosla ([2]) provide the user with site{
speci�c algorithms to be applied to the solution of
a grasping/�xturing problem interactively posed by
the user. ARPA is funding the ACORN project to
provide network based testbeds for manufacture and
design algorithms ([3]). The Geometry Center at the
University of Minnesota maintains a large collection
of interactive geometric algorithms ([4]). Interactive
experimentation with physical robots has also been
explored, albeit somewhat preliminarily, in several si-
tes (see e.g. the Telegarden installation of Goldberg et
al., [5]).

In the rest of this paper, we describe an extension
of similar concepts to incorporate many of the speci�-
cations that we regard as necessary for a customizable
interactive benchmarking environment for comparison
of multiple algorithms on similar problems. In order to
make the tool concrete, we implemented it for a speci-
�c research domain, i.e., motion planning for car{like
vehicles. The background of such domain is briey
resumed in the next section.

2 Planning for car{like vehicles
The study of algorithms for motion planning of au-

tonomous car{like vehicles under nonholonomic con-
strains has been one of the most active �elds in recent
years. Simply put, the problem is to �nd a path (pos-
sibly the shortest one) that takes a car{like vehicle
from a given start point to a given �nal con�gura-
tion, so as to avoid obstacles present in the environ-
ment. Most practical vehicles moving on wheels are
not free to follow arbitrary paths, their motions having
to comply with constraints on the direction of instan-
taneous velocity (which has to be consistent with the
steering angle), as well as with bounds on the turning
radius. Such nonholonomically constrained vehicles
are usually not trivial to steer even for human drivers,
to whom some training is necessary in order to learn
maneuvers as e.g. parallel parking of a car in limited
space.

The attention towards motion planning for car{like
vehicles is due to both its application potentials (au-
tomated factories and highways, assisted parking ma-

neuvering, etc.) and its theoretical challenges. The
presence of lower bounds on the minimum turning
radius involves curvature constraints on feasible tra-
jectories that deeply a�ect the geometry of the pro-
blem. The problem of �nding the shortest path bet-
ween two con�gurations in the plane with curvature
limitations is an interesting geometric problem per se,
that was solved �rst by Dubins [8] for smooth trajec-
tories, and, more recently,with reversals allowed, by
Reeds and Shepp [16], Boissonnat, Cerezo, and Le-
blond [7], and Sussmann and Tang [17]. These theore-
tical results ignited research on new methods tending
to �nd nonholonomic paths with bounded curvature
amidst obstacles. Jacobs and Canny [9] developed an
algorithm that determines a smooth trajectory for a
car{like robot, composed of canonical trajectory pie-
ces (\jumps"). Kanayama and Hartman [10] develo-
ped smooth local dynamic planners based on clothoids
and cubic spirals. Laumond et al. [12] developed an
e�cient planner based on an iterative procedure that
provides a feasible path starting from a free holonomic
path. Mirtich and Canny [13] presented an algorithm
to build a maximal clearance skeleton to be used as
a roadmap, employing a Reeds/Shepp metric. Bic-
chi, Santilli, and Casalino [6] described a method that,
under some particular conditions, provides a shortest
path for a car{like vehicle among obstacles. Overmars
and Svestka [14], and Kavraki and Latombe [11] pre-
sented e�cient, probabilistically complete path plan-
ners. Paromtchik and Laugier implemented a real{
time path planner on a modi�ed commercial automo-
bile, and experimented it in real parking problems [15].

As of today, it can be fairly stated that no sigle al-
gorithm outperforms all others in this �eld. Rather,
which algorithm is the best solution for a given pro-
blem is a matter of the speci�c problem, and of the
user needs. This makes path planning for car{like ve-
hicles a natural candidate domain for application of
the interactive benchmarking architecture we are in-
terested in exploring.

3 Structure of the interactive bench-
mark

The Interactive Benchmarking (IB) server realized
at our WEB site is a graphic interface allowing users to
design nonholonomic motion planning problems and
to observe the behaviour of di�erent algorithms as ap-
plied to that problem.

After connecting to the server, the user is presented
with a workspace and forms that allow him to describe
obstacles and the initial and �nal positions of the car,
to build a speci�c problem that resembles a typical
environment for his application, or a challenge to exi-



sting algorithms. Obstacles at present are restricted to
be polygons with an arbitrary number of sides. Once
the workspace is de�ned, the user can choose from a
list of available algorithms. If the chosen algorithm
is implemented in a third, remote site, then a concise
description of the problem is sent to the remote server
running the relative code, and a solution is sent back
to the IB server, which shows it to the user. Besides a
graphic display of the path found, such data as path
length and time of execution can be displayed.

The user can subsequently choose another algori-
thm from the list, and apply it on the same problem.
He can compare the two solutions and thus decide
which one best suits his problem. It is also possible to
save a particular problem that has shown important
peculiarities of one of the algorithms (for example a
problem whose solution an algorithm couldn't �nd), to
point it to the authors or to other users. Some default
problems are available, for users wishing to familiarize
with the system.

Experienced users and researchers can provide their
own algorithm and add it to the list of available choi-
ces so that other users can test it on their problems.
The algorithm can be run on any computer connec-
ted to Internet, with limited requirements in terms of
graphic browser support (any version of Netscape will
su�ce). Any such remote algorithm should adhere
to a very simple input{output protocol; the remote
computer should also execute a server daemon that
accepts requests of algorithm activation from the net
and sending back the results. Both the server code
and the protocol are documented in our site.

Any programming language and operative system
can be used to implement the remote algorithms. Ob-
viously, as the remote algorithm code resides on the
provider's own hardware, possible proprietary con-
cerns are fully guaranteed by this mode of proceeding.

4 HTML interface description
After connecting to the interactive benchmark ser-

ver, the introductory page of �gure 1 appears on the
user's browser. From this page one can either access,
via the HELP button, an HTML guide of the appli-
cation, or can start the application with the START
button. Users that wish to provide their own algo-
rithm for other users' tests can access, by the ADD
button, on{line instructions on how a new algorithm
can be added to the list of the available techniques
and about the protocol to be followed to execute the
algorithm remotely (in case the provider wishes to run
his code on his own hardware).

By pushing the START button, the HTML page
of �gure 2 appears, with an empty rectangular wor-
kspace and a few buttons. A polyhedral obstacle

Figure 1: Introduction page.

Figure 2: Ostacles description page.

can be introduced as a sequence of vertices, speci�ed
by the user as a sequence of points entered by clic-
king the mouse on the workspace. Hitting the button
CLOSE POLYGON, the sequence is ended, and verti-
ces are automatically linked by edges in an clockwise
order. A �lled polygon, representing the obstacle, is
then drawn on the workspace in an updated page. In
order for the user to see the obstacle, it is necessary



Figure 3: Start point description page.

that the updated page is reloaded from the server.
To force such refreshing, we adopted the technique
of \client pull" linked to every CLOSE POLYGON
event.

An arbitrary number of such polyhedral obstacles
can be inserted. Alternatively, an option for wor-
king in one of the default obstacle sets can be cho-
sen by pushing the button DEFAULT SET. After �-
nishing the workspace description phase by pushing
the END INSERTION button (or by choosing a de-
fault workspace), the new HTML page of �gure 3 is
presented. The user is prompted to click the mouse
on the portion of the workspace free from obstacles
to choose the start position. This operation changes
page to the one shown in �gure 4, where the work-
space with obstacles, the start position and two text
�eld areas are shown, allowing the user to choose the
goal position, and the start and goal orientations (in
degrees). Having thus �nished the problem descrip-
tion, by pushing the ALGORITHM CHOICE button
the page shown in �gure 5 is brought forward, where
a list of available algorithms is presented. After some
minutes, depending on the problem complexity and
the chosen algorithm, as well as on the net communi-
cation rate, a new page shows to the user the results
as in �gure 6.
In such result page, one or more pictures can be pre-
sented, representing the path found by the algorithm
and possibly some auxiliary graphic construction used
during computation and useful for analysis purposes.
If the algorithm is executed locally, an information

Figure 4: Goal point and orientation description page.

Figure 5: Algorithm choice page.

about the execution time, and a simple animation is
also presented, showing the car-like robot following the
path found as in �gure 7. If the algorithm is imple-
mented remotely, these features are momentarily not
in e�ect. Using the BACK button on the interactive
HTML pages, the user can now go back to choosing
another algorithm to test on the same problem, or
modify the problem changing the start and/or goal



Figure 6: Results page.

Figure 7: Animation page.

position and/or orientation, by going upstream to the
appropriate page.

5 Hardware & software architecture

The WEB NCSA HTTPD 1.5.1 server is running
on a workstation Sparc 10 with 32Mb of RAM and a
2Gb SCSI hard disk. Our application is based on a
set of forms, typical of the HTML language, and on

Figure 8: Structure of the IB server.

a set of CGI-BIN scripts (coded in C) that are exe-
cuted by the server as a consequence of a request by
the client. One of these scripts run the algorithm cho-
sen by the users if it is local, otherwise it connects
by the socket and TCP/IP protocol with the remote
server where the code of the requested algorithm is re-
sident. The protocol to be followed by users wishing to
make remotely available their algorithm, is very sim-
ple: the remote host should run a server that receives,
from the central IB server, a �le containing the pro-
blem description (named polyseg.inf), launches the
algorithm program execution, and sends a �le (named
path.inf) containing data about the solution back to
the IB server. The program implementing the algo-
rithm can be written in any language, and actually
existing code can most often be used to this purpose,
with the proviso that its I/O are redirected to read
from �le polyseg.inf and to write to �le path.inf.

A schematic diagram of the application is reported
in �gure 8.

The structure of the problem description given in
the �le polyseg.inf is the following:

n v1 x11 y11 � � � vn x1n y1n � � � sx sy so gx gy go

where:

n number of obstacles

vi number of vertices of the i-th obstacle

xij yij coordinate of the i-th vertex of j-th obstacle



sx sy gx gy coordinates of the start and goal points

so go orientations of start and goal con�gurations

The description of the solution path found by the
remote algorithm relies at present on the assumption
that such path is decomposable in a sequence of linear,
circular and elliptical segments. This assumption is
justi�ed because of the above mentioned theoretical
results on shortest paths of bounded curvature,
but could be easily removed or modi�ed for wider
generality. Pointwise path descriptions are also
acceptable, using sequences of one resolution{length
linear segments. The path.inf �le only contains the
character \N" if the algorithm did not �nd a solution;
otherwise, its structure is the following:

� � �

L xi yi xf yf
� � �

A xc yc r1 r2 � �
� � �

where:

L xi yi xf yf represent a line from xi yi to xf yf

A xc yc r1 r2 � � represents an arc of an ellipse cen-
tered in xc yc with principal axes of length r1, r2,
drawn counterclockwise from angle � to angle �

6 Present limitations and future deve-
lopments

The prototype application we developed is by no
means satisfactory of all speci�cations of a complete
interactive benchmarking environment, although it
clearly demonstrates its feasibility and potential use-
fulness. Among the contingent limitations of the pre-
sent version of the IB server, there is the limited exi-
bility in designing the motion planning problem, with
particular regard to the shape and kinematics of the
car{like vehicle (in particular, position of the center
of rotation w.r.t. the body). Allowing polyhedral ob-
stacles only could be restrictive in replicating some
environments. No provision is made for uncertain or
mobile obstacles, for algorithms incorporating sensing,
for multiple cars in the same workspace or for dynamic
vehicle models.

The remote algorithm execution protocol does not
at present incorporate the possibility of getting quanti-
tative data on the solution provided, such as the length
of the path and the number of reversal maneuvers em-
ployed. Another very useful feature for comparison
would be the computational time required by remote
algorithms to solve the problem. This datum is not

at present considered in the remote execution output
protocol, as bare execution time �gures for codes run-
ning on di�erent platforms can not be meaningfully
compared.

At the moment of writing, the application incor-
porates two algorithms, namely those reported in [12]
and in [6]. These can be executed both locally (i.e., on
the same machine that runs the server), or remotely,
at another site of our University. The code implemen-
ting the algorithm of [12] is not the original authors'
version, and is actually far from being as e�cient (the
original code from the LAAS laboratory in Toulouse
should be available soon).

Finally, the interactive environment description
phase intensively uses net resources, so that, parti-
cularly at net's rush hours, it may be somewhat time
consuming. Users are welcome to report further pro-
blems and/or suggestions about the IB server, using
the authors' addresses or the messaging facilities in
the application.

7 JAVA applet
Many of the above described limitations of the �rst

version of the IB server are inherited from those of
the tools used, i.e. the HTML language and CGI-BIN
scripts. In fact, the �rst generation of WWWbrowsers
were thought for the visualization of hypertext links,
following which one can reach a remote WEB server
that sends information to be displayed on the browsers
area following the HTML rules. It is using these links
that we simulated the interaction between the browser
and the IB server.

On the other hand, the new generation of browsers
(such as Hotjava, Netscape Navigator 3 and Micro-
soft Internet Explorer 3) allows local execution of
pseudo-binary, platform{independent pieces of code,
called \Java applets". The development of these new
software technologies is extremely fast, and no version
of the language nor of its development tools is stable
at the time of writing. Nonetheless, the application
perspectives are very exciting, and the technology suit
interactive benchmarking almost perfectly. We the-
refore undertook implementation of a second version
of the IB server employing the new JAVA technology.
The structure of the IB application with JAVA is
completely di�erent from the one described above.
By choosing the JAVA option in the opening page
www:piaggio:ccii:unipi:it=benchplanning:html,
the user's browser (which has to be recent enough
to support JAVA applications) receives the device{
independent code of an applet, which is launched on
the user's host and produces the graphic output of
�gure 9. Construction of obstacles in the workspace
is done within this interactive page by the user,



Figure 9: Java interface page.

without resorting to any communication with the
IB server. Obstacle description is much faster and
more exible, allowing the user to edit previously
introduced polyhedra by adding or deleting vertices,
displacing the obstacle, etc. The start and goal
positions are �xed by clicking with the mouse in
the free workspace, and the orientation is chosen by
dragging the mouse while watching in real time at
the display of the environment. Once the problem
has been setup, by clicking on the START button
a string with the problem data is sent to the server
running the requested algorithm. After execution, the
latter sends results back to the applet on the users'
browser, which displays them by graphic animation
and synthetic data.

8 Conclusions
We reported on an interactive WWW application

intended for allowing potential users of motion plan-
ning algorithms for car{like vehicles to examine exi-
sting algorithms directly on an application{speci�c
problem, so as to allow fair and e�ective comparison
in close{to{real conditions. Notwithstanding the limi-
tations of this �rst version (part of which are being
solved in the second version using JAVA technology),
results are encouraging towards development of simi-
lar intefarces for this and other problems in robotics
and algorithm design at large.
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